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Scaling CMOS technology into nanometer feature size nodes has made it practically impossible to precisely
control the manufacturing process. This results in variation in the speed and power consumption of a circuit. As a solution to process-induced variations, circuits are conventionally implemented with conservative
design margins to guarantee the target frequency of each hardware component in manufactured multiprocessor chips. This approach, referred to as worst-case design, results in a considerable circuit upsizing, in
turn reducing the number of dies on a wafer.
This work deals with the design of real-time systems for streaming applications (e.g., video decoders)
constrained by a throughput requirement (e.g., frames per second) with reduced design margins, referred
to as better than worst-case design. To this end, the first contribution of this work is a complete modeling
framework that captures a streaming application mapped to a NoC-based multiprocessor system with voltagefrequency islands under process-induced die-to-die and within-die frequency variations. The framework is
used to analyze the impact of variations in the frequency of hardware components on application throughput
at the system level. The second contribution of this work is a methodology to use the proposed framework and
estimate the impact of reducing circuit design margins on the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput
requirement of a real-time streaming application. We show on both synthetic and real applications that the
proposed better than worst-case design approach can increase the number of good dies by up to 9.6% and
18.8% for designs with and without fixed SRAM and IO blocks, respectively.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Streaming applications in embedded multimedia and wireless systems are usually constrained by a throughput requirement such as frames per second for a video decoder.
Considerable computational capability is required to implement these applications
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due to an increasing amount of functionality. Additionally, many portable consumer
electronics impose requirements on low power consumption for long battery life [van
Berkel 2009]. To meet these requirements, streaming applications are implemented
on a multiprocessor system-on-chip (MPSoC), where multiple processing cores exploit
task and data-level parallelism to increase performance. The components inside a multiprocessor system were traditionally connected to each other by a bus. However, traditional buses do not provide scalable interconnection. For this reason, a paradigm
shift towards network on a chip (NoC) based interconnection inside multiprocessor
systems has been seen in recent years [Dally et al. 2001]. Present-day MPSoCs are
implemented by means of the globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS) design style [Muttersbach et al. 2000], which was introduced to alleviate the bottleneck
of global clock distribution and reduce the related major source of power consumption in multiprocessor systems. The GALS architecture is composed of synchronous
blocks, communicating with each other on an asynchronous basis. Within the GALS
design paradigm, the concept of voltage-frequency islands (VFI) enables scaling the
frequency (voltage) of each individual hardware component (clusters of components)
in a multiprocessor system to further reduce power consumption.
To reduce circuit area and thus integrate more functionality on a chip die, CMOS
technology has traditionally been scaled down. However, scaling in the nanoscale era
has brought significant variability in the manufacturing process. This variability or
inability to precisely control the manufacturing process results in significant variation
in the maximum supported frequency of hardware components in a multiprocessor
system [Bowman et al. 2002]. Considerable variability of up to 50% in the longest path
delay of a processor is reported [Miranda et al. 2009]. As a solution, circuits are conventionally implemented with design margins or guard-bands to guarantee the target
frequency of hardware components. Under this design paradigm, known as worst-case
design, the hardware components in a multiprocessor platform are operated at their
minimum frequencies. The tasks of an application are mapped to the hardware components such that a certain timing requirement (e.g., throughput or latency) imposed on
the application is satisfied. This is illustrated in Figure 1a. However, worst-case design
results in a considerable increase in circuit area and power consumption [Jeong et al.
2009], reducing the benefits of technology scaling.
This work deals with the design of real-time systems for streaming applications constrained by a throughput requirement with reduced design margins, referred to as
better than worst-case design. With better than worst-case design, the area and the
power consumption of a circuit are reduced. Smaller circuit area and thus die size results in a larger number of gross dies on a wafer, but the target maximum supported
frequency of hardware components in a multiprocessor system is not guaranteed anymore. However, there may be hardware components with maximum frequencies higher
and lower than the target frequency on the same chip die due to the impact of withindie variation. Operating each hardware component at its actual maximum supported
frequency and using the available mapping freedom, the allocation of the tasks of an
application to the hardware components can be tailored for each specific chip such
that the throughput requirement is satisfied whenever possible. This is illustrated in
Figure 1b. We introduce a design metric called application yield that quantifies the
percentage of dies that satisfy the application throughput requirement. Figure 1c illustrates qualitative curves for die area, application yield and the number of good dies
against guard-band reduction. The application yield reduces gradually, slower than die
area, due to tailoring the mapping for each die. Thus, the number of good dies ((wafer
area / die area) x application yield)) that satisfy the throughput requirement of the
application is maximized. This is experimentally proven in Section 6.
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Fig. 1. An application constrained by a throughput requirement is allocated to a multiprocessor platform
under (a) worst-case (WCD) and (b) better than worst-case designs. Each hardware component is operated at
its (a) worst-case maximum supported (target) frequency ftg , and (b) actual maximum supported frequency.
Better than worst-case design (reduced guard-bands) results in more good dies due to a combination of
smaller die area and high application yield (c).

This work has two contributions. The first contribution is a complete modeling framework that captures a streaming application mapped to a NoC-based multiprocessor system with voltage-frequency islands under process-induced die-to-die and within-die frequency variations. The framework is used to analyze the impact of variations in the frequency of hardware components on application throughput. Any set of clock-frequency
levels can be specified per VFI domain. We use synchronous data-flow (SDF) to model
a streaming application mapped to an MPSoC. The novelty of our SDF formulation lies
in the explicit modeling of software execution in terms of clock cycles (which is independent of the frequency variation of hardware components), and in terms of seconds
(which does depend on the frequency variation of hardware components), which are
linked by an explicit binding. The second contribution of this work is a methodology
to use the proposed framework and estimate the impact of reducing circuit design margins on the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput requirement of a real-time
streaming application (see Figure 1c). This is what a system designer requires to decide by how much to reduce the design margins to maximize the number of good dies
(minimize the cost per die). We show on both synthetic and real applications that the
proposed design paradigm can increase the number of good dies by up to 9.6% and
18.8% for designs with and without fixed SRAM and IO blocks, respectively.
2. RELATED WORK

Techniques have been proposed to mitigate the impact of process variation at the circuit level. The main ideas are related to adaptive supply voltage and body biasing
approaches [Meijer et al. 2012]. Both supply voltage upscaling and forward body biasing are effective for process-dependent performance compensation, and provide a
large range of frequency upscaling. The disadvantage of the approaches is the increase
in power consumption. The better than worst-case design approach proposed in this
work is orthogonal to these methods and can be used in combination with them to
further reduce design margins and increase the number of good dies.
Marculescu et al. analyze the probability distribution of latency of systems with
multiple voltage-frequency islands considering within-die variation [Marculescu et al.
2008]. Their approach is only applicable to systems specified as acyclic task graphs,
which are not able to capture the iterative and overlapping execution of many real-life
streaming applications. In contrast, we allow arbitrary task graphs that may include
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cyclic data dependencies. We model a system by means of an SDF graph, which is wellsuited for modeling and analysis of real-time streaming applications with throughput
requirements. A methodology to perform system-level throughput analysis of multiple
VFI designs, considering process variation, is presented by [Garg et al. 2008]. However, they only account for within-die variation, while we consider both within-die and
die-to-die variations. Their approach is based on Homogeneous SDF (HSDF) graphs,
which is a restricted case of an SDF graph that we use. An SDF graph provides much
more compact application models, which is why many real-time streaming applications are modeled in an SDF formulation. To be able to use the approach in [Garg
et al. 2008] for an application specified as an SDF graph, a conversion from the SDF
graph to an equivalent HSDF graph is required [Sriram et al. 2000]. This can lead to
an exponential increase in the graph size (in terms of the number of actors and edges),
as compared to the original SDF graph. Performing throughput analysis on such a
large graph results in prohibitively high computation times, making the approach in
[Garg et al. 2008] unsuitable for many applications. The work in [Garg et al. 2008] assumes a one-to-one mapping of tasks to processing elements, while we allow resource
sharing and assume static-order scheduling among tasks of an application allocated
to the same core. They assume that the communication between tasks takes a given
number of cycles, while we derive minimum bandwidth requirements based on an application and model a communication channel in a TDM-based NoC as a latency-rate
server [Stiliadis et al. 1998]. Additionally, we define the relation between the reduction
in circuit design margins and the number of good dies per wafer, which is what system
designers require. This is new to the state-of-the-art. The related work on die-to-die
and within-die variations is cited throughout the article whenever relevant.
In our previous work [Mirzoyan et al. 2013], we assumed a zero-latency interconnect
in a multiprocessor system. As an extension to this work, we model an interconnect
consisting of routers, links and network interfaces that are affected by process-induced
frequency variations. We model the latency for sending data across the interconnect as
a latency-rate server, and refine the previously proposed modeling framework according to the extensions. Additionally, we illustrate how the number of good dies is maximized with reduced guard-bands for a set of SDF graphs modeling real applications.
3. OVERVIEW

This section demonstrates how the different concepts introduced in this article fit together in the proposed better-than worst-case design flow. The block diagram of the
design flow is illustrated in Figure 3. In Step 1, for a given guard-band value, a characterization and modeling of process-induced frequency variations is performed for
each hardware component in the multiprocessor platform. The model of a multiprocessor platform is introduced in Section 4.1. The modeling of variation is presented
in Section 4.2, and Section 5.2 describes how variation characterization for a given
guard-band is performed. In Step 2, the multiprocessor platform as a whole is characterized by possible sets of frequencies for all hardware components (chip outcomes
after manufacturing) based on the variation. This is given in Section 4.3. For each frequency set, there is a binding of application tasks to the hardware components. The
real-time streaming application constrained by a throughput requirement is modeled
by an application graph (Section 4.4). For each frequency set, the resource allocation in
the hardware platform is modeled in the application graph based on the given binding
(Step 3). The result is a resource-aware application graph for each frequency set. This
is presented in Section 4.5. The application yield is then the percentage of resourceaware application graphs that provide throughput equal or greater than the requirement (Step 4). In Step 5, the die area is estimated with the specified guard-band. The
number of good dies that satisfy the throughput requirement is then estimated given
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the application yield and the die area in Step 6. Section 5.1 presents the details for
Steps 4, 5 and 6. Starting at full guard-bands, this flow is repeated with reducing
guard-bands (thus die area), such that the number of good dies is maximized. The result is a guard-band value that provides an estimated maximum number of good dies.

Fig. 2. Design flow for a real-time streaming application under better than worst-case designs.

4. FORMAL FRAMEWORK

This section presents the first contribution of this article, the modeling framework
which is used to analyze the throughput of an application mapped to a multiprocessor
system with voltage-frequency islands under the impact of process variation. To analyze the throughput of an application in a multiprocessor platform, a model of computation is required. The model needs to capture the application, the platform and
the mapping of the application to the platform. The impact of process variation on the
hardware resources (i.e., processing elements, routers, network interfaces and links)
in the platform also needs to be captured. This section introduces the formal models
of this work. We start by defining a hardware multiprocessor platform as a platform
graph. We present how the modeling of variation in hardware resources is performed.
Later, an SDF model of a streaming application, named a resource-aware application
graph, is introduced. This model is unaware of the binding of application actors to processing elements, and is hence decoupled from hardware variation. Finally, we define
another SDF model of the application, coined as a bound application graph. This graph
captures the binding of a resource-aware application graph to a platform graph. We describe how resource allocation is modeled in a bound application graph. This model is
used to perform timing analysis of the mapped application. Note that existing NoCbased multiprocessor systems such as CoMPSoC [Goossens et al. 2013], CA-MPSoC
[Shabbir et al. 2010] and DaedalusRT [Bamakhrama et al. 2012] use underlying models for performance modeling and analysis similar to the ones presented in this work.
More specifically, these are a data-flow graph for application modeling, buffer size and
latency-rate connection models for capturing resource allocation. However, these systems do not consider the impact of process variation in contrast to this work.
4.1. Platform graph

The template of a hardware multiprocessor platform used in this work and referred
to as a platform graph is illustrated in Figure 3a. It consists of generic processing elements, such as processors, DSPs, or hardware accelerators, connected to each other
by a network on chip (NoC), later referred in this work as an interconnect. Processing elements are denoted by pe. We assume an arbitrary topology interconnect, which
consists of routers, denoted by rt, and network interfaces, denoted by ni, connected
by unidirectional links, denoted by lk. The interconnect is assumed to provide lossless and ordered data transmission. Each processing element is connected to a single
network interface in the interconnect. It is assumed that the network interfaces sit
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close to processing elements, and that the connections between processing elements
and network interfaces do not introduce any delay. The path from a network interface to another network interface in the interconnect is referred to as a connection.
A connection provides a certain maximum bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) given the
number of resources on the connection are reserved. It also has a certain hop count,
given by the number of routers on the path. We require that a connection can be modeled as a latency-rate server [Stiliadis et al. 1998], independent of other connections.
In this work, we assume a time-division multiplexing (TDM) arbitration policy (although other arbitration policies can be used). Resource reservation on a connection
is performed by allocating a number of slots in the TDM slot table. This provides a
certain minimum bandwidth and maximum latency on the connection, as described in
more details in Section 4.5.1. Examples of network-on-chips that provide the described
properties are Æthereal [Goossens et al. 2010], Nostrum [Millberg et al. 2004] and
SurfNoC [Wassel et al. 2013]. We formally define an interconnect in Definition 4.1.
We refer to a processing element, a router, a network interface and a link in a platform graph as a (hardware) resource . As such, the union of the sets of processing
elements, routers, network interfaces and links represents the set of all resources in
the platform graph (Definition 4.2). The multiprocessor platform is given by a globally
asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS) architecture [Meincke et al. 1999], where
the processing elements and the interconnect are partitioned into voltage-frequency
islands (VFI). The interconnect is placed in a single VFI, and thus the resources in
the interconnect belong to that island. The set of voltage frequency islands is denoted
by FI. Communication between islands is accomplished by means of mixed-clock firstin-first-out (FIFO) buffers, which are part of network interfaces. A clock-generation
unit (CGU) that provides a set of discrete clock-frequency levels, is dedicated to each
voltage-frequency island. The formal definition of a platform graph gp is given in Definition 4.3. The set of all platform graphs is denoted by GP. The multiprocessor platform
depicted in Figure 3a is partitioned into four islands, namely fi1 , fi2 and fi3 comprising
processing elements pe1 , pe2 and pe3 respectively, and fi4 consisting of the interconnect.
The separation between clock domains is shown by the dotted lines.
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Fig. 3. (a) The template of a multiprocessor platform consisting of processing elements connected to each
other by an interconnect. The processing elements and the interconnect are placed in different voltagefrequency islands. The separation between clock domains is shown by the dotted lines. (b) An example SDF
model of an H.263 encoder.

Definition 4.1. (Interconnect) An interconnect noc is a 6-tuple hRT, NI, LK, η, sztb ,
szfl i consisting of a set RT of routers, a set NI of network interfaces, a set LK of links
connecting routers and network interfaces in an arbitrary topology, a TDM slot-table
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size sztb (in number of slots) for all network interfaces, a flit size szfl (in bytes), a
function η(nii , nij ), which for a connection from a network interface nii ∈ NI to a
network interface nij ∈ NI (nii 6= nij ) returns a tuple hβ, Ψi with β the maximum
bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) assuming that all slots in the TDM table are reserved,
and Ψ the number of hops.
Definition 4.2. (Set of resources) The set R of resources is the union of the sets PE
of processing elements, RT of routers, NI of network interfaces, and LK of links in a
platform graph, and is defined as R = PE ∪ RT ∪ NI ∪ LK.
Definition 4.3. (Platform graph) A platform graph gp is a 5-tuple hPE, noc, FI, ψ, χi
consisting of a set PE of processing elements, an interconnect noc, a set of voltagefrequency islands FI, a function ψ(fi) : FI → P(R), which for each voltage-frequency
island fi ∈ FI returns the set Rfi ⊆ R of resources belonging to the island, and a
function χ(pe) : PE → FI, which for each processing element pe ∈ PE returns the
voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI to which the processing element belongs. Each processing element pe ∈ PE is connected to a single network interface ni ∈ NI in the
interconnect noc.
4.2. Variation in hardware resources

The inability to precisely control the manufacturing process in sub-micrometer technology nodes leads to variability in key design (i.e., device and interconnect) parameters across the wafer. This variability aggregates to a higher level of logic blocks, resulting in variation in the maximum-supported frequency of hardware resources, such
as processing elements. Manufacturing process variation can be classified into die-todie and within-die variations. Die-to-die variation, also referred to as global variation,
acts globally on the entire chip die, affecting parameters of all devices (i.e., transistors)
and wires on the die identically. Global variation is seen between dies within a wafer
and between dies of different wafers (due to wafer-to-wafer variation); therefore, overall global variation presumes multiple wafers. In contrast, within-die variation, also
known as local variation, affects parameters of devices on the same die differently. It
can be classified into systematic and random components. Systematic local variation
exhibits spatial correlation, such that nearby devices possess similar parameter values. This correlation dies out quickly at the level of devices on a die as a function of distance. While the parameter correlation between adjacent devices on a die is high, the
correlation between larger adjacent logic blocks on a die, such as a processing element,
is typically much lower. There are existing works, such as [Huang et al. 2010], that
capture spatial correlation in their modeling framework. They assume correlation values based on measurements performed at 90 nm technology in [Friedberg et al. 2005].
However, new measurements performed in [Pang et al. 2008; 2009] show no significant
spatial correlation at 45 nm technology, in contrast to 90 nm technology. This is partially because random local variation, which is purely random from device to device,
has more than doubled at 45 nm technology whereas systematic local variation has
decreased. For simplicity, we assume zero correlation between maximum supported
frequencies of hardware resources due to local variation. The impact of global and local process variations in the maximum supported frequency of resources in a platform
graph is modeled by a normal distribution, which is shown to be a good fit for modeling the impact of global and local manufacturing process variations [Pang et al. 2008;
Bowman et al. 2002]. We now proceed by presenting the models.
4.2.1. Global variation. To model the impact of global variation, we describe the maximum supported frequency of each hardware resource r ∈ R in a platform graph gp by a
random variable fgr distributed normally with µrg mean and σgr standard deviation. To
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denote that fgr is normally distributed, the notation fgr = N (µrg , (σgr )2 ) is used. Global
variation affects the maximum supported frequency of all hardware resources on a
chip die identically. This results in equally faster or equally slower resources on each
r
manufactured die. Therefore, we can say that the correlation between (fgri , fg j ) for any
ri , rj ∈ R is equal to 1. Additionally, the standard deviation to mean ratio (σgr /µrg ) is
the same for all resources. The probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of a normally distributed random variable x = N (µ, σ 2 )
are denoted by φ(x, µ, σ) and θ(x, µ, σ), respectively. The CDF θ(x0 , µ, σ) represents the
probability that the random variable x takes on a value less than or equal to x0 . Note
that neighboring dies on a wafer tend to have similar variation degrees. However, we
do not deal with this spatial correlation as it does not influence the results presented
in the work. To estimate the number of good dies, the dies with various variation profiles have to be considered, but the relative positioning of the dies does not need to be
known.
4.2.2. Local variation. Let us assume that a hardware resource has a certain maximum
supported frequency fgr = f0 due to global variation. The impact of local variation on
the maximum supported frequency of the resource is overlaid on f0 . We thus introduce
a normally distributed random variable flr = N (f0 − δ r , (σlr )2 ) to model the impact of
local variation on the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource with respect to a global frequency value fgr = f0 of the resource. Here, σlr is the standard deviation and δ r models a reduction in mean frequency of the hardware resource. Processing
elements often contain multiple critical paths, and the frequency of a processing element is decided by the slowest critical path [Bowman et al. 2002]. The probability that
at least one of the critical paths is slowed down due to variation is higher than the
probability that a single path is slowed down. This results in a mean frequency reduction, as shown in [Bowman et al. 2002]. Links contain multiple wires, and variation
has a similar impact on the mean frequency as in processing elements. The reduction
for links has been shown experimentally in [Hernandez et al. 2012]. In the same paper
it is shown that the reduction in mean frequency is negligible for routers. We make a
similar assumption of a negligible mean frequency reduction for network interfaces.
As we assume no spatial correlation between the variation in maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources due to local process variation, the covariance between
r
(flri , fl j ) for any ri , rj ∈ R is equal to zero. Figure 4 illustrates an example PDF of fgr
for a processing element with µrg = 300 MHz and σgr = 12 MHz. The same figure shows
the PDFs of flr = N (f0 − δ r , (σlr )2 ) with respect to f0 = (µrg + k · σgr ) for (k = −1, 0, 1),
where δ r = 15 MHz and σlr = 10 MHz; these numbers are representative for 45 nm
technology nodes, as the measurements in [Pang et al. 2008] show.
To describe the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource by a single
distribution, global and local distributions are combined by convolution. As explained
before, global and local variations in the maximum-supported frequency of a resource
are modeled by means of normal distributions. It is known that the convolution of
two normal distributions is also a normal distribution with added means and variances. Therefore, the maximum supported frequency of a hardware resource due to
both global and local variations is described by a normally distributed random variable given by Equation (1). The combined distribution for the example described in
Figure 4 is shown in the figure.

f r = N (µrg − δ r , σgr

2

2

2

+ (σlr ) ) = N (µr , (σ r ) )

(1)
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Fig. 4. fgr PDF (due to global variation) for a processing element with µrg = 300 MHz, σgr = 12 MHz; flr
PDFs (due to local variation) with respect to fgr = 273, 285 and 297 MHz, δr = 15 MHz, σlr = 10 MHz;
combined PDF of f r is the convolution of PDFs of fgr and flr .

4.3. Clock-frequency characterization

From an implementation perspective, all clock-generation units, associated with
voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph, provide only a set of discrete clockfrequency levels. The selection of a set of clock-frequency levels for a voltage-frequency
island is based on the variation in the maximum supported frequencies of hardware
resources belonging to the island. It is performed in the following way. In a general
case, a voltage-frequency island is comprised of multiple hardware resources (either
processing elements or interconnect resources). Each resource is characterized by a
combined distribution of its maximum supported frequency, reflecting both global and
local process variations. For the purpose of clock-frequency selection, we consider only
the frequency range within three standard deviations from mean (i.e., µr ± 3σ r ) in the
distributions. The probability of the maximum supported frequency being outside the
range of three standard deviations is only 0.3%. Considering the range outside the
three standard deviations, and thus providing clock-frequency levels in a wider range,
will result in a lower number of clock frequencies in the range of three standard deviations (for the same number of levels). This can result in a performance degradation
in manufactured chips, as the gap between the actual maximum supported frequency
and the clock frequency a resource is operated at will be on average larger for 99.7%
of the resources. Figure 5 illustrates example combined distributions for the range of
three standard deviations for two hardware resources belonging to the same island.
We assume that the combined distributions can be in any arbitrary positioning with
respect to each other. The clock frequency of an island is limited by the slowest resource belonging to the island. Considering all resources in a voltage-frequency island,
we identify the frequency given by the lowest positive three standard deviations from
mean (i.e., µr + 3σ r ) in the combined distributions. In Figure 5, this frequency is shown
by fhigh . Similarly, the frequency given by the lowest negative three standard deviations is derived, as shown by flow in Figure 5. Once the frequencies flow and fhigh are
identified, the clock-frequency levels are selected in the range given by (fhigh − flow ).
In principle, clock-frequency levels in the range (fhigh − flow ) can be selected in any
arbitrary way. The policy of selection does not affect the rest of the methodology in this
work. We choose to select the clock-frequency levels equidistantly, as formally defined
in Definition 4.4. Figure 5 illustrates how five equidistant clock-frequency levels are
obtained for the given example.
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Definition 4.4. (Clock-frequency levels) A set of n equidistant clock-frequency levels
available to a voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI comprised of a set ψ(fi) of hardware
resources in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is given by c(gp, fi, n) : GP × FI × N → P(R+ ),
and for flow = min (µr − 3σ r ), fhigh = min (µr + 3σ r ), is defined as
r∈ψ(fi)

r∈ψ(fi)

c(gp, fi, n) = {flow + (k − 1) ·

(fhigh − flow )
| k = 1, 2, .., n}
n

(2)

0.06

f r 1 = N (µ r 1 , (σ r 1 ) 2 )
f r 2 = N (µ r 2 , (σ r 2 ) 2 )

Probability density

0.05
0.04

1
fclk

2
fclk

3
fclk

4
fclk

5
fclk

0.03
0.02
0.01
0

fhigh
flow

270

280

290

300

310

Frequency (MHz)

320

330

340

Fig. 5. An example showing how equidistant clock-frequency levels are selected for a voltage-frequency
island comprising two hardware resources.

Given that each voltage-frequency island can be operated at any clock-frequency
level in the set c(gp, fi, n), for a set FI of islands in a platform graph, there are multiple
possible combinations of clock-frequency levels. An instance of clock-frequency levels
for all islands in a platform graph is captured in a chip-frequency vector, denoted by
fc, and is an M-dimensional vector for M islands (Definition 4.5). Each element in fc
represents a clock-frequency level fclk ∈ c(gp, fi, n) for a corresponding island fi ∈ FI.
The set of all possible chip-frequency vectors is obtained by the Cartesian product of
individual sets c(gp, fi, n) (Definition 4.6).
Definition 4.5. (Chip-frequency vector) A chip-frequency vector for a set FI of
voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp specifies a clock frequency fclk from
the set c(gp, fi, n) for every island fi ∈ FI, and is given by fc(fi) : FI → R+ .

Definition 4.6. (All chip-frequency vectors) The set of all possible chip-frequency
vectors for a set FI of voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp is given by
FC =

Y

c(gp, fi, n)

(3)

fi∈FI

Each chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC is associated with a probability, which is the
probability that voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph are operated at the particular clock-frequency levels specified by fc. From probability theory, it is known that
the joint probability of independent events equals the product of their individual probabilities. However, due to the correlated global variation in hardware resources in a
platform graph, frequencies described by random variables f r are not independent.
On the other hand, resource frequencies described by random variables flr are independent, as we assume no spatial correlation for local variation. For this reason, the
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joint probability of a chip-frequency vector fc is represented as a sum of components.
Each component is the joint local probability, which is the probability that the islands
are operated at the particular clock-frequency levels based on local distributions with
respect to a chip-level global frequency deviation. We introduce a base hardware resource, denoted by rb , which is chosen arbitrarily among hardware resources in the
platform graph. The base hardware resource serves as a reference for computing the
global frequency values of all the resources in the platform graph. Given an absolute
global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base hardware resource, the global frequency
value of any resource r ∈ R is given by f0 · (µrg /µrgb ), where µrgb and µrg are the global
mean frequencies of hardware resources rb and r, respectively.
We proceed by explaining how the probability that an island is operated at a clock
frequency with respect to a global frequency value of the base resource is computed. In
a general case, an island consists of multiple hardware resources. The clock frequency
of the island is decided based on the slowest resource in the island. To compute the
probability that the island is operated at a clock frequency fclk , the probability that
the maximum supported frequency of all resources in the island is higher than fclk
needs to be considered. This is given by the product of probabilities (1 − θ(fclk , µrl , σlr ))
for all hardware resources belonging to the island. Definition 4.7 defines the CDF of
the minimum of maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources in an island;
the CDF θm (x0 , fi, f0 ) represents the probability that the minimum of the maximum
supported frequencies of hardware resources takes on a value lower than x0 with respect to an absolute global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base resource rb .
Definition 4.7. (Cumulative distribution of minimum) The CDF of the minimum
of maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources r ∈ ψ(fi) belonging to a
voltage-frequency island fi in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is given by θm (gp, x, fi, f0 ) :
GP × R+ × FI × R+ → R+ , and is defined as
θm (gp, x, fi, f0 ) = 1 −

Y

r∈ψ(fi)

(1 − θ(x, µrl , σlr ))

(4)

where µrl is the mean of the normally distributed random variable flr , and is computed
with respect to an absolute global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base hardware resource rb ∈ R by µrl = f0 · (µrg /µrgb ) − δ r
Depending on the maximum supported frequencies of hardware resources in a
voltage-frequency island, each island is operated at the highest possible clock1
5
frequency level. Let us consider a case where five clock-frequency levels {fclk
, · · · , fclk
}
are provided to a voltage-frequency island fi. For any actual x (minimum of the max4
5
4
imum supported frequencies) in the range (fclk
, fclk
], the island is operated at fclk
.
5
4
The probability of x being in the interval (fclk , fclk ] is computed by the difference
5
4
(θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )). Similarly, the probability that the island is oper5
5
ated at fclk
is given by (1 − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )). This is formally defined in Definition 4.8.

Definition 4.8. (Probability of clock frequency) The probability that a voltagefrequency island fi ∈ FI in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is operated at a clock frequency
i+1
i
1
n
i
fclk
for a set {fclk
, · · · , fclk
} of clock-frequency levels, where fclk
< fclk
, with respect to
rb
a global frequency value fg = f0 of the base hardware resource rb ∈ R, is given by
i
pf(gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) : GP × R+ × FI × R+ → R+ , and is defined as
i
pf(gp, fclk
, fi, f0 )


i+1
i
θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) − θm (gp, fclk
, fi, f0 ) i < n
=
i
1 − θm (gp, fclk , fi, f0 )
i=n
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The probability of a chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC for a set FI of voltage-frequency
islands, with respect to a global frequency value f0 of the base hardware resource, is
computed by the product of individual probabilities pf(gp, fc(fi), fi, f0 ) and the probability of the global frequency value. This is formally defined in Definition 4.9.
Definition 4.9. (Local probability of fc) The probability of a chip-frequency vector
fc ∈ FC for a set FI of voltage-frequency islands in a platform graph gp ∈ GP, with
respect to a global frequency value fgrb = f0 of the base hardware resource rb ∈ R, is
given by p(gp, fc, f0 ) : GP × FC × R+ → R+ , and is defined as
p(gp, fc, f0 ) = φ(f0 , µrgb , σgrb ) ·

Y

pf(gp, fc(fi), fi, f0 )

(6)

fi∈FI

The overall probability of a chip-frequency vector fc is obtained by adding the joint
local probabilities for all global frequency values in the range of three standard deviations from mean for the base hardware resource, as defined in Definition 4.10.
Definition 4.10. (Probability of fc) The probability of a chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC
in a platform graph gp ∈ GP is given by pc(gp, fc) : GP × FC → R+ , and for I =
[µrgb − 3σgrb , µrgb + 3σgrb ], is defined as
pc(gp, fc) =

X

p(gp, fc, f0 )

(7)

f0 ∈I

4.4. Resource-aware application graph

We model a real-time streaming application by means of synchronous data-flow (SDF)
graphs [Lee et al. 1987]. An SDF graph provides a good compromise between expressiveness, modeling ease, analysis potential and implementation efficiency. With an
SDF model, an application is captured by a directed graph, where the nodes, called
actors, represent computation, communication or storage. Actors communicate with
each other by sending streams of data elements, called tokens, over their edges. We
formally define an SDF graph in Definition 4.11.
Definition 4.11. (SDF graph) An SDF graph sdfg is a 3-tuple hA, D, P i consisting
of a set A of actors, a set D = A2 of dependency edges and a set P of ports. Each
dependency edge d ∈ D has a number of initial tokens ξ(d) : D → N0 . Each actor
a ∈ A is associated with input and output ports, where each port pt ∈ P has a rate
rate(pt) : P → N+ . The source of a dependency edge is an output port of an actor, and
the destination of a dependency edge is an input port of an actor. Each port of each
actor is connected to a single edge, and each edge is connected to ports of actors.
Figure 3b illustrates an example SDF model of an H.263 encoder application. It
consists of five actors connected to each other by seven dependency edges. Edges d3 , d6
and d7 each contain one initial token, illustrated by black dots in the figure. An actor
fires (executes) when it has sufficient number of tokens on each of its input ports, as
specified by port rates rate(pt). The port rates are shown near the channel ends in
Figure 3b. When an actor fires it removes the number of tokens from all its input ports
and before the end of the firing produces a number of tokens on each output port, as
given by its output port rates. The sequence of actor firings that restores the initial
configuration of the graph (the initial distribution of tokens on dependency edges d ∈
D) is termed an iteration. During a single iteration of the graph, each actor can fire
multiple times. This is determined by the port rates of actors, and is captured by the
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repetition vector of the graph (Definition 4.12). The repetition vector of the SDF graph
shown in Figure 3b is equal to h1, 99, 1, 99, 1i for actors ha1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 i, respectively.

Definition 4.12. (Repetition vector) A repetition vector of an SDF graph sdfg specifies the number of times each actor a ∈ A fires during a single iteration, and is given
by κ : A → N, such that for each dependency edge d ∈ D from an actor ai ∈ A to an
ds
sr
ds
actor aj ∈ A, i 6= j, rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(ai ) = rate(ptd ) · κ(aj ), where ptd ∈ P and ptd ∈ P , are
the source and destination ports of the dependency edge, respectively.
When mapping an application described by an SDF graph to a multiprocessor platform, the minimum throughput requirement (in iterations per second) of the application (for real-time applications) and information on resource requirements of the application must be known. Such information includes the number of clock cycles each actor
requires to finish its execution on a processing element, for all processing elements to
which the actor can be bound (Definition 4.13), the buffer space (in number of tokens)
assigned to each dependency edge for storing the data tokens produced by actors (in
a real implementation these buffers can be allocated in local memories of processing
elements), and the size (in bytes) of data tokens sent across each dependency edge. Execution cycles can be derived using worst-case execution-time estimation tools [Wilhelm
et al. 2008]. After the actors in an application are bound to the processing elements
in a multiprocessor platform, dependency edges may be allocated to connections in the
interconnect (i.e., if two actors connected by a dependency edge are bound to different
tiles). To reserve resources on the interconnect, additional information on the minimum bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) required by dependency edges has to be known.
We formally define an SDF model of an application, called a resource-aware application graph (ga) that includes the described information in Definition 4.14. The set of
all resource-aware application graphs is denoted by GA. A resource-aware application
graph states the resource requirements, but does not include the binding of actors to
processing elements and dependency edges to connections in the interconnect.
Definition 4.13. (Execution cycles) The number of cycles required to execute an actor a ∈ A on a processing element pe ∈ PE to which it can be bound is given by
ec(a, pe) : A × PE → N.

Definition 4.14. (Resource-aware application graph) A resource-aware application
graph ga is a 4-tuple hsdfg, treq , ec, ωi consisting of an SDF graph sdfg, a minimum
throughput requirement treq for real-time applications, the function ec(a, pe) that assigns each actor a ∈ A with execution cycles for the subset of processing elements in
the set PE that a can be bound to, and a function ω(d), which for each dependency edge
d ∈ D returns a 3-tuple hszd , βdrq , αd i with szd the size of the data token (in bytes) sent
across the dependency edge, βdrq the required bandwidth (in bytes per cycle), and αd
the buffer size (in number of tokens) assigned to the dependency edge.
The impact of the buffer size αd assigned for storing data tokens on each dependence
edge d ∈ D on the throughput of an SDF graph has been previously explored in [Stuijk
sr
et al. 2006a]. Here it is fixed to a sufficiently large number 2 · rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ), where
sr
rate(ptsr
)
is
the
rate
of
the
source
port
of
the
edge
and
κ(a
)
is
the
number
of
times the
d
sr
source actor fires in an iteration. The term rate(ptsr
)
·
κ(a
)
represents
the
number
of
d
tokens produced on the edge in a single iteration. We use a buffer size twice larger due
to possible overlapping of multiple iterations. Any buffer dimensioning can be used by
a system designer based on the requirements on the throughput.
The required bandwidth βdrq (in bytes per cycle) for a dependency edge d ∈ D in a
sr
resource-aware application graph ga is estimated by rate(ptsr
d ) · κ(a ) · szd · tαd , where
tαd is the throughput (in iterations per cycle) of the resource-aware application graph
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with the specified αd buffer size for each dependency edge. The product of the first
three terms (i.e., the number of bytes that are produced on the edge during a single
iteration) and the throughput tαd represents the number of bytes produced on the
edge in a single cycle. Note that the throughput tαd is evaluated on the resource-aware
application graph assuming that only a single execution of each actor is allowed at the
same point in time (an execution of an actor can only start after the previous execution
has finished). This is done as we do not allow multiple concurrent executions of an
application actor on a processing element, as described in Section 4.5.1. As such, the
throughput tαd is simply used to derive an estimated required bandwidth (independent
of mapping) that is not overly pessimistic.
4.5. Bound application graph

When implementing the application on a multiprocessor platform, designers need to
make choices on mapping of application actors to processing elements and thus dependency edges to connections in the interconnect, reserving resources on the connections,
and scheduling of actors on the same processing element. Once these decisions have
been made, a new SDF model, the bound application graph, that captures these decisions is constructed such that it can be used to perform timing analysis of the system.
While a resource-aware application graph describes performance in terms of execution
time in cycles, the essence of a bound application graph is that it considers performance
in terms of execution time in seconds. This allows us to take process-induced variation
in the frequency of processing elements into account. This section details how a bound
application graph is constructed.
4.5.1. Modeling resource allocation. We start by capturing the binding of the resourceaware application graph to the platform graph. We assume that each actor can be
bound to a number of processing elements from the set PE, as given by Definition 4.15.
Therefore, there are multiple bindings of a set A of actors to a set PE of processing
elements. The set of all possible bindings is obtained by the Cartesian product of the
individual sets of possible bindings (Definition 4.16).

Definition 4.15. (Actor bindings) The function ba(a) : A → P(PE) \ ∅ returns the set
of processing elements to which an actor a ∈ A can be bound.

Definition 4.16. (Binding) The set B of all possible actor to processing element bindings is given as
B=

Y

ba(a)

(8)

a∈A

A given binding of actors to processing elements is captured in a binding vector,
denoted by b, and is an N-dimensional vector for N actors (Definition 4.17). Each
element in b specifies the processing element to which each actor is bound. For example, let us assume that the resource-aware application graph shown in Figure 3b
is mapped to a multiprocessor platform comprising two processing elements; a2 , a3
are bound to pe1 and a1 , a4 , a5 are bound to pe2 . This is given in a binding vector
ha1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 i → hpe2 , pe1 , pe1 , pe2 , pe2 i.

Definition 4.17. (Binding vector) A binding vector for a set A of actors specifies the
processing element pe ∈ PE to which each actor a ∈ A is bound, and is given by
b(a) : A → PE.

For a given binding vector b, the execution cycles ec(a, pe) of each actor a ∈ A is
known from Definition 4.13. The execution time et(gp, a, pe) in seconds is obtained
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by the division of ec(a, pe) by the clock frequency fc(χ(b(a))) of the voltage-frequency
island to which the processing element belongs (Definition 4.18).
Definition 4.18. (Execution time) The execution time (in seconds) of an actor a ∈ A
on a processing element pe ∈ PE, which belongs to a voltage-frequency island χ(b(a))
operated at a clock frequency fc(χ(b(a))) in a platform graph gp ∈ GP, is given by
et(gp, a, pe) : GP × A × PE → R+ , and is defined as et(gp, a, pe) = ec(a, pe)/fc(χ(b(a)))

In this work, we assume that only a single execution of an actor is allowed on a processing element at any point in time. In an SDF graph, this is modeled by adding a selfedge with a single initial token and with rates equal to one on source and destination
ports on all actors (Figure 6a). This prohibits an execution from starting until the previous execution has finished. To model buffers with a finite capacity in an SDF graph,
the approach in [Poplavko et al. 2003] is used. Figure 6b shows how the available buffer
space on the dependency edge d with ξ(d) initial tokens (Definition 4.11) and a buffer
size αd (Definition 4.14) is modeled in the graph. For this, a backward edge db from aj to
ds
ai is added with (αd −ξ(d)) initial tokens on the edge, for which (rate(ptsr
db ) = rate(ptd ))
ds
sr
sr
ds
sr
ds
and (rate(ptdb ) = rate(ptd )) hold, where (ptd , ptd ) and (ptdb , ptdb ) are the source and
destination ports of the edges d and db , respectively. Token consumption from the edge
db can be seen as claiming space in the buffer for writing the data tokens. Similarly,
token production on db can be seen as freeing space in the buffer.
dsr
b
q
ai
1

ai

db (αd − ξ(d))
1

q

1

d
q ξ(d) o

(a)

(b)

ai

o

(αsr
d − ξ(d))

ξ(d) 1
q

1
1

al

1

1

aρ

1

o

1 1 1

aj

αds
d

aj
o

dds
b

(c)

Fig. 6. Modeling resource allocation in an SDF graph. (a) Actor bound to a processing element. (b) Model of
available buffer space between actors. (c) SDF model of a connection in the interconnect.

Now we consider how to model latency of data communication across a connection
in the interconnect in an SDF graph. In Figure 6b, the latency for sending data tokens across the dependency edge d equals zero. We assume that this is the case when
two actors are bound to the same processing element, as they communicate through
a shared local memory. However, when two actors are bound to different processing
elements, the dependency edge that connects the actors is bound to a connection in the
interconnect. In this scenario, the interconnect introduces latency for sending a data
token across the connection. We now describe a connection model that considers the interconnect architecture is constructed in an SDF graph. As detailed in Section 4.1, we
model a connection as a latency-rate server [Stiliadis et al. 1998]. We use a TDM-based
NoC modelled similarly to [Hansson et al. 2009], see in Figure 6c. It assumes the SDF
graph of Figure 6b, where actors ai and aj are bound to different processing elements,
and thus the dependency edge d is bound to a connection in an interconnect. The execution time of actor al captures the maximum latency a data token can ever experience
in a connection. To model pipelining between data tokens the actor does not have a
ds
self-edge with an initial token on it. The edge dds
b , with αd initial tokens on it, models
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the buffer space at the destination tile. Actor al fires only when sufficient tokens are
available on the edge, corresponding to a data transaction being initiated only when
buffer space is available at the destination processing element. The execution time of
the actor is the sum of the slot-table injection latency and path latency. Data injection
into the router network is regulated by the reserved slots in the TDM table of a connection. The slot-table injection latency depends on the number of reserved slots. Based on
the required bandwidth βdrq of a dependency edge d ∈ D, a number Λ = ⌈(βdrq /β) · sztb ⌉
of slots are reserved in the TDM table (with a size sztb ) of a connection, where β is the
maximum bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) of a connection from a network interface nii
to a network interface nij , i 6= j, (Definition 4.1). The bandwidth β assumes that all
slots in the TDM table are reserved. The allocated bandwidth (in bytes per cycle) is
computed by βal = (Λ/sztb ) · β.
The slot-table injection latency not only depends on the number of reserved slots,
but also on the distance between them. In this work, we assume a continuous slot
reservation strategy due to the simplicity of its analysis and implementation. With
this strategy, in the worst-case situation, a data token arrives right after the reserved
Λ slots, resulting in a waiting time of a number (sztb − Λ) of slots. The slot-table injection latency (in cycles) is given by Θtb = (sztb − Λ) · (szfl /β), where szfl /β represents
the latency (in cycles) of a single slot. Note that other reservation strategies, such as
distributed slot reservation, are possible. These strategies may give a lower service
latency, but are more difficult to analyze and implement.
The path latency depends on the number Ψ of hops, given by the function η (Definition 4.3), and the pipelining depth αrt of the routers. In the case of the Æthereal
network [Goossens et al. 2010], the pipelining depth of the routers is three, which is
also chosen in this work. The path latency (in cycles) is given by Θhp = Ψ · αrt . Combining the path latency and the slot-table injection latency, the execution time (in seconds)
of actor al is given by Equation (9).
etl (al ) =

(Θtb + Θhp )
fc(finoc )

(9)

Actor aρ bounds the rate at which data tokens are sent. With a self edge and a single
initial token on it, the execution time of the actor captures the time it takes to serve a
data token after an initial latency etl . The execution time (in seconds), given an allocated bandwidth βal and a token size szd , is given by Equation (10). The edge dsr
b with
(αsr
−
ξ(d))
initial
tokens
models
the
available
buffer
space
at
the
source
processing
d
ds
element. In this work, both αsr
d and αd are chosen to be equal to αd /2. Having presented the modeling of resource allocation in the resource-aware application graph, a
bound application graph gb is formally defined in (Definition 4.19). The set of all bound
application graphs is denoted by GB.
etρ (aρ ) =

szd /βal
fc(finoc )

(10)

Definition 4.19. (Bound application graph) A bound application graph gb is a 5tuple hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i consisting of an SDF graph sdfg that models resource allocation when the resource-aware application graph ga is mapped to the platform graph
gp, a binding vector b that specifies the processing element pe ∈ PE to which each actor
a ∈ A is bound, and a chip-frequency vector fc ∈ FC that specifies the clock-frequency
of each voltage-frequency island fi ∈ FI.
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4.6. Throughput computation and scheduling

Throughput is an important design metric in streaming applications. In the context
of an SDF graph, it quantifies the rate at which output data tokens are produced. An
example is frames per second for an H.263 decoder. In this work, the throughput of a
bound application graph, denoted as τ (gb), is computed based on the timed execution
of the graph, as proposed in [Ghamarian et al. 2006]. We use static-order scheduling
to schedule the execution of actors on the same processing element. The schedules
are constructed during the timed execution of the SDF graph, as demonstrated in
[Stuijk et al. 2007]. Libraries offered by the publicly available SDF3 tool are used to
perform throughput computation based on timed execution of an SDF graph [Stuijk
et al. 2006b].
5. BETTER THAN WORST-CASE DESIGN

Reducing the design margins or guard-bands when implementing a circuit provides the
benefit of reduced circuit area, resulting in a larger number of gross dies on a wafer.
This in turn may provide a larger number of good dies that satisfy the throughput
requirement of the application. In this section, we present the methodology to use the
variation-aware modeling framework introduced in Section 4 and estimate the number
of good dies with reduced design margins (i.e., better than worst-case design).
5.1. Number of good dies

Circuit guard-banding is typically done by using corner-files during the design and
verification stages; these files describe the worst-case and best-case delay values
of standard-cells, corresponding to slow and fast process corners, respectively. The
change in circuit area when reducing these guard-bands (i.e., implementing the circuit
with reduced worst-case and increased best-case delay values) is assessed by [Jeong
et al. 2009]. They use open-source cores and an industrial embedded processor core
with target clock frequencies ranging from 300 to 600 MHz; the cores are synthesized
using 90, 65 and 45 nm technology model libraries. Based on measured data, the authors provide a linear regression model for circuit-area reduction versus guard-band
reduction. The provided model is v = 1 − 0.0033 · u, where v is the area reduction factor
and u is the guard-band reduction in percent.
The number of gross dies on a wafer corresponding to a u% guard-band reduction
is given by Equation (11), where l is the radius of the wafer and Vu% is the die area
corresponding to a u% guard-band reduction [Jeong et al. 2009]; the second term in
the equation accounts for wasted area around the edges of the circular wafer. The die
area Vu% is given by Equation (12), where npe and ncgu are the number of processing
elements and clock-generation units, respectively; Vpe , Vnoc and Vcgu are the area of a
processing element, the interconnect and the clock-generation unit, respectively; and
vsc ∈ [0, 1] is the fraction of the scaled logic. When reducing guard-bands, either the
whole die area is scaled (i.e., vsc = 1 and thus V = v · (npe · Vpe + Vnoc ) + ncgu · Vcgu ) or only
a fraction of it scales (i.e., vsc = [0, 1)) in case the area consisting of embedded SRAM
and IO cells does not scale. Note that an assumption that the area of clock-generation
units does not change due to guard-band reduction is made.
gross
Nu%

=π·



l2
2l
−√
Vu%
2Vu%



(11)

Vu% = ((v − 1) · vsc + 1) · (npe · Vpe + Vnoc ) + ncgu · Vcgu
(12)
We are interested in the number of good dies that provide throughput at least equal
to the minimum throughput requirement of an application. The number of good dies
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is given by the product of the number of gross dies and application yield, which is a
system-level metric quantifying the percentage of manufactured chips that satisfy the
throughput requirement imposed on an application. The application yield is computed
using the variation-aware framework proposed in Section 4. For this, the throughput
of the bound application graph gb = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i for each chip-frequency vector is computed. Whenever the throughput requirement is satisfied, the application
yield is incremented by the probability of the chip-frequency vector. Note that for this
computation, a binding for each chip-frequency vector is required. Thus, a set B ′ ∈ B
of different bindings for all chip-frequency vectors is required (this set is derived by a
heuristic algorithm as later explained in Section 6.1). For a given set B ′ of bindings, the
application yield over all chip-frequency vectors fc ∈ FC, where each chip-frequency
vector has a probability weight pc(gp, fc), is given by Definition 5.1. As expressed in
the definition, the application yield is incremented by the probability pc(gp, fc) if the
throughput requirement is satisfied with at least one binding in the set B ′ .
Definition 5.1. (Application yield for a set of bindings) The percentage of chips,
characterized by a bound application graph gb = hsdfg, ga, gp, b, fc, i, that satisfy
the throughput requirement treq over all chip-frequency vectors fc ∈ FC, for a specified resource-aware application graph ga ∈ GA, platform graph gp ∈ GP and a
set B ′ of bindings from the set B of all possible bindings, is given by γ(ga, gp, B ′ ) :
GA × GP × P(B) \ ∅ → R+ , and is defined as
X pc(gp, fc)
γ(ga, gp, B ) =
0
′

fc∈FC

if ∃b ∈ B ′ | τ (gb) ≥ treq
otherwise

(13)

5.2. Variation characterization

Each guard-band value results in a particular circuit implementation with a certain area, after the design and verification stages. By performing statistical characterization (Monte Carlo simulations) on each circuit implementation, the PDFs of
the maximum supported frequency of the hardware resources (processing elements,
routers, network interfaces and links) in a platform graph is obtained. A statistical
characterization flow is proposed in [Miranda et al. 2009]. The following is required
for performing statistical characterization. 1) Standard-cell library models for guardband reduction, 2) a hardware platform in RTL, 3) synthesis (place and route) and
verification flows, and 4) a statistical characterization flow. Implementing this requires considerable time and specific expertise. Thus, we opt out of statistical characterization. Instead, we make the following intuitive assumptions. With the original
guard-band (i.e., 0% guard-band reduction), we assume that about 99.85% of manr
ufactured hardware resource instances satisfy the target frequency ftg
. This corresponds to a combined normal distribution of maximum supported frequency such that
r
r
r
, where σ0%
is the standard deviation in percents of mean
(µr0% − 3σ0%
· (µr0% /100)) = ftg
r
r
frequency. Therefore, the mean frequency is computed by µr0% = ftg
/(1 − 3σ0%
/100).
r
r
r
For a resource with ftg = 300 MHz target frequency, σg = 4%, σl = 3.3%, and thus
q
r
σ0%
= (σgr )2 + (σlr )2 ≈ 5.186%, the mean frequency µr0% is equal to ≈ 355 MHz. The
r
) is shown in Figure 7. These numbers are
combined distribution f r = N (µr0% , σ0%
based on the available data at 45nm technology [Pang et al. 2008].
With no guard-band (i.e., 100% guard-band reduction), we assume that half of manufactured hardware resource instances satisfy the target frequency ftg considering only
global variation. This corresponds to a global normal distribution of maximum supr
ported frequency with ftg
mean. Therefore, the mean of the combined distribution is
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Fig. 7. Combined f r PDF of a hardware resource due to a 0%, 40%, 100% guard-band reduction. The target
r is 300 MHz, δ r = 5%, σ r = 4%, σ r = 3.3%, and thus σ r
frequency ftg
≈ 5.186% of mean frequency.
g
l
u%
r
r
r
given by µr100% = (ftg
− δ r · (ftg
/100)), and thus µr100% = ftg
· (1 − δ r /100), where δ r is the
reduction in mean frequency (in percents) due to local variation. We assume that the
r
standard deviation to mean ratio σu%
/µru% of the combined normal distribution for any
u% guard-band reduction is constant. In reality, it may change due to local variation
that depends on circuit implementation, which is different for each u% guard-band reduction (global variation does not depend on circuit implementation). However, only
small differences in a close range of mean frequency are expected (e.g., the ratio difference for 300 MHz and 355 MHz mean frequency circuit implementations is much
lower than for 300 MHz and 2 GHz circuit implementations). For the example der
scribed above, where ftg = 300, σgr = 4%, σlr = 3.3%, and thus σ100%
≈ 5.186%, and
r
r
r
r
assuming that δ = 5%, the distribution f = N (µ100% , σ100% ) is shown in Figure 7.
Given the values µr0% and µr100% , a u% guard-band reduction results in a new combined normal distribution with a mean frequency µru% = µr0% − u · (µr0% − µr100% )/100.
r
Figure 7 shows the combined distribution f r = N (µr40% , σ40%
) for a 40% guard-band reduction. For a given mean frequency µru% , the frequency µrg corresponding to a guardband reduction value can be computed by Equation (14), where δ r is the mean reduction in percents of µrg . It is assumed that the ratio δ r /µg for any u% guard-band
reduction is constant (only small differences in the local variation in a close range of
mean frequency µru% are expected as explained above).

µrg =

µru%
(1 −

δr
100 )

(14)

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

On case studies, this section presents the improvements in the number of good dies
achieved by the proposed better than worst-case design methodology. Note that the
provided improvements are estimates. An experiment to confirm the numbers would
be very expensive and impractical to conduct. Related to the confidence factor in the
estimates, there are two aspects to be considered. The correctness (suitability) of the
model of computation (MoC), i.e. application, hardware platform and resource allocation modeling, and the model of variation in hardware resources. As a MoC, we use a
data-flow graph (more specifically an SDF graph). Data-flow graphs are shown to well
capture the behavior of streaming applications and are used in modern multiprocessor
systems, such as CoMPSoC [Goossens et al. 2013], CA-MPSoC [Shabbir et al. 2010],
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for modeling and analysis. Both global and local variations in hardware resources are
modeled using a normal distribution, which is shown to be a good fit for capturing
the impact of manufacturing process variations [Bowman et al. 2002]. Although we
do not acquire the variation numbers, we use the available measured data for current
technology nodes at specified frequencies. We assume no spatial correlation between
hardware resources due to systematic local variation, but the impact of it is expected to
be low, as explained in Section 4.2. Therefore, we expect similar improvement numbers
in reality for such systems. We proceed to describing our experimental setup.
6.1. Experimental setup

The case studies in this section are based on a synthetic application and a set of six
SDF graphs that model real DSP and multimedia applications. From the DSP domain,
the set contains a Modem [Bhattacharyya et al. 1999] and from the multimedia domain an H.263 encoder [Oh et al. 2004], an H.263 decoder [Stuijk et al. 2008], an MP3
playback [Wiggers et al. 2007] and an MP3 decoder [Stuijk et al. 2008]. An overview
of the SDF graphs is shown in Table Ia. The table reports the number of actors, the
number of cycles (feedback loops) in each graph and the available parallelism in terms
of the minimum number of processing elements that can fully exploit it. The reason we
include the synthetic application is that it has a higher level of parallelism compared
to the real applications. The topologies of the applications, together with the execution
times (in cycles) of actors and the size of data tokens (in bytes) sent across dependency
edges, are given in [Mirzoyan 2013]. These application SDF graphs are the resourceaware application graphs in our formal framework. The described real applications are
allocated to a NoC-based MPSoC platform consisting of three homogeneous processing
elements (most of the applications have a parallelism of three processing elements).
The MPSoC platform, described by a platform graph in our modeling framework, is
shown in Figure 3a. The three processing elements and the interconnect (NoC) are
placed in separate voltage-frequency islands; as such, there are four islands. Note that
we do not analyze the impact of VFI partitioning on the number of good dies due to
limited space. This is evaluated in [Mirzoyan 2013]. The number of clock-frequency
levels provided by clock-generation units (not shown in Figure 3a) to each of the four
voltage-frequency islands is chosen to be five. The interconnect consists of two routers,
three network interfaces and multiple links, which connect the processing elements to
each other. The net bandwidth (i.e., the overall bandwidth capacity) of each connection in the interconnect is assumed to be βc = 4 bytes per cycle. The flit size is set to
sztb = 12 bytes, and a TDM table size of szfl = 20 slots for each network interface is
assumed. Note that the net bandwidth may be affected by possible overheads, such as
inserted headers. To account for this, we assume a worst-case scenario, where four out
of twelve bytes in a flit is a header. Therefore, the net bandwidth used for transferring
data becomes two-thirds of the original bandwidth. These numbers correspond to the
Æthereal network [Goossens et al. 2010]. The synthetic application has a parallelism
that can be fully exploited by a minimum number of seven processing elements. Thus,
this application is mapped to a multiprocessor platform consisting of seven homogeneous processing elements.
Table Ib illustrates the target frequency and the variation-related parameters for
the random variables describing the maximum supported frequency of hardware resources in the multiprocessor platforms. The target frequency for each processing element is 300 MHz. For routers and network interfaces, a 500 MHz target frequency is
chosen. The choice of the target frequency for links, compared to the target frequency
for routers, is made according to a NoC implementation given in [Hernandez et al.
2012], where the authors design a link slightly faster than the routers not to limit the
performance of the NoC and to preserve power. We select a target frequency of 560
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MHz for links. Note that the target frequencies for the routers, network interfaces and
links are higher than that of the processing elements. In a high performance 80-core
TeraFLOPS processor, both the routers and cores operate at equal 4 GHz frequencies
[Vangal et al. 2008]. However, we choose a faster interconnect to avoid any bottleneck
in the communication. The mean frequencies µrg of the random variables describing the
maximum supported frequency of hardware resources due to global variation are computed based on a guard-band reduction value (Equation (14)). As reported in [Dighe
et al. 2011], at high computing frequencies (in the order of GHz), the variation is large.
In our work, we target embedded systems running streaming applications, where the
typical frequencies are in the order of hundreds of MHz. Measurements at 45 nm technology in the frequency range of interest are provided in [Pang et al. 2008]. Based on
this data, we assume standard deviation to mean ratios of 4% and 3.3% for within-die
and die-to-die variations, respectively (Table Ib). We assume a 5% reduction in mean
frequency for processing elements and links due to multiple critical paths and wires,
respectively. For routers and network interfaces, no reduction in mean frequency is
assumed. These choices correspond to the discussion presented in Section 4.2.
Table I. Application SDF graph overview (a). Target frequency and variation-related parameters assumed for hardware resources (b).

Synthetic
H.263 decoder
H.263 encoder
MP3 playback
Modem
MP3 decoder

Nr.
actors

Nr.
cycles

Parallelism
(Nr. PEs)

17
4
5
4
16
14

3
0
1
1
5
0

7
3
3
2
3
3

r (MHz)
ftg
σgr (% of µrg )
δr (% of µrg )
σlr (% of µrg )

pe

rt

ni

lk

300
4
5
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

500
4
0
3.3

560
4
5
3.3

(b)

(a)

The area of a processing element is assumed to be 0.7 mm2 , based on the area
of an ARM Cortex-A5 processor at 45 nm technology. The area of the interconnect
is 3.1 mm2 . We assume that a typical fine-grained clock-generation unit has area of
0.03 mm2 [Rylyakov et al. 2008]. We neglect the area of clock-generation units with
0% guard-band reduction, as a simple clock-generation unit is required for providing a
single (target) clock frequency for each voltage-frequency island. We assume that 70%
of the area of processing elements and the interconnect consists of standard logic cells,
and 30% of embedded SRAM and IO cells. Two scenarios are distinguished: (1) guardband reduction results in an overall decrease in die area (i.e., vsc = 1), (2) only the area
of logic cells is reduced when reducing guard-bands (i.e., vsc = 0.7) (Equation (12)).
The throughput requirement for each application is decided such that it is just satisfied with full guard-bands (i.e., the target clock frequencies of the hardware resources
are guaranteed in manufactured chips). This means that the hardware platform is dimensioned just enough for the particular application with full guard-bands. Selecting
a more relaxed throughput requirement would lead to having performance slack. Thus,
guard-band reduction would still result in sufficiently fast dies for the given throughput requirement (i.e., a large number of good dies). This would not fairly demonstrate
the benefits of reducing guard-bands. To determine the throughput requirement, each
application is mapped to the platform with the specified target frequencies such that
the throughput is maximized. The heuristic mapping algorithm presented in [Mirzoyan et al. 2014] is used for finding a mapping with maximized throughput. The
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result of the mapping is a throughput value, which is taken as the requirement for
each application. The application yield corresponding to a u% guard-band reduction is
evaluated by Definition 5.1. The set of bindings provided for estimating the application
yield is determined using the variation-aware heuristic mapping algorithm given by
[Mirzoyan et al. 2014]. There are two phases in the heuristic mapping algorithm, initial resource allocation and allocation optimization. In the initial resource allocation,
an initial binding of application actors to processing elements is derived such that the
execution load on the processing elements is balanced. The actors whose execution
times are likely to have a large impact on the throughput are considered first. This
initial binding later undergoes an optimization stage where the allocation of each actor is reconsidered to improve the throughput. The mapping stages are performed for
each chip-frequency vector, resulting in a set of bindings for all chips. More details on
the algorithm can be found in [Mirzoyan et al. 2014].
6.2. Evaluation results

Figure 8a illustrates the change in the number of good dies per wafer against guardband reduction for the H.263 decoder and Modem applications. Normalized values
against the number of good dies with 0% guard-band reduction are used. The graphs
are presented for two different assumptions: a design with and without fixed blocks.
The design with fixed blocks refers to having IPs that have predefined layouts (SRAM,
IO, analog cells), the area of which does not change with guard-band reduction. The
design without fixed blocks refers to not having IPs with predefined layouts or designing IPs specifically for each guard-band value. The application yield corresponding
to different u% guard-band reduction values is shown in Figure 8b (application yield
computation times for the different applications can be found in [Mirzoyan 2013]). Figure 8a shows that for the H.263 decoder application and the design with fixed blocks,
the number of good dies is maximized at a 30% guard-band reduction. This results in
a 4.8% more dies that satisfy the throughput requirement imposed on the application.
When there are no fixed blocks, the increase in the number of good dies is 10.3% at
a 60% guard-band reduction. For the Modem application, significant improvements of
9.6% (with fixed blocks) and 18.8% (without fixed blocks) in the number of good dies
are illustrated at a 70% guard-band reduction. This is due to the relatively high application yield provided at a 70% reduction in guard-bands, as shown in Figure 8b.
Note that a 9.6% increase in the number of good dies is significant. For example, if 4 K
wafers are required to produce 30 M good dies, a 9.6% larger number of good dies per
wafer translates into 350 fewer wafers for the same 30 M good dies. For a wafer cost
of e3000, the cost saving is $ 1,050,000. For each application, the number of good dies
gradually decreases after a certain guard-band value (e.g., beyond 70% for the Modem
application). This is because the application yield becomes considerably lower and the
gain in the number of gross dies due to smaller die area is not large enough to offset
the loss in the application yield, resulting in less good dies, which is the product of the
number of gross dies and application yield. For the Modem application at 80% guardband reduction, the application yield is 71%, while the increase factor in number of
gross dies for without fixed blocks is 1.32 (Figure 8b). The product of these two leads to
a lower number of good dies. The number of good dies for each guard-band value can
be computed using the data in Figure 8b.
Table II illustrates the increase in the number of good dies per wafer and the associated reduction in guard-bands for the rest of the applications considering designs
with and without fixed blocks. The results for the H.263 encoder and MP3 decoder
applications are identical. A 30% reduction in guard-bands results in 3.7% and 7%
more good dies for designs with and without fixed blocks, respectively. For the MP3
playback application and considering the design with fixed blocks, the number of good
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Fig. 8. (a) Number of good dies per wafer against guard-band reduction for the H.263 decoder and Modem
applications. Designs with and without fixed blocks are considered. (b) Application yield for a u% reduction
in guard-bands for the (I) H.263 decoder and (II) Modem applications. The increase factor in the number of
gross dies for with and without fixed blocks is given by ng and n′g , respectively.

dies is maximized at a 30% reduction in guard-bands, resulting in a 4.8% more good
dies. For a design without fixed blocks, a 60% guard-band reduction provides a 11.5%
more good dies. Finally, considerable improvements of 6.1% and 12.3% are seen for the
synthetic application. These results show that a higher number of good dies with reduced guard-bands is obtained, increasing profit. Note that these results are given for
an architecture where five clock-frequency levels are provided to each of the voltagefrequency islands. It has been shown in [Mirzoyan et al. 2014] that a larger number of
clock-frequency levels provided to islands is more likely to result in a higher application yield. Therefore, increasing the number of clock-frequency levels that provided to
each island is more likely to result in an increased number of good dies.
Table II. i% Increase in the number of good dies for a u% reduction in guard-bands (I)
with and (II) without fixed blocks for the rest of the applications.

(I)
(II)

i% (u%)
i% (u%)

H.263 encoder

MP3 playback

MP3 decoder

Synthetic

3.7 (30)
7 (30)

4.8 (30)
11.5 (60)

3.7 (30)
7 (30)

6.1 (50)
12.3 (50)

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This work addresses the problem of designing real-time streaming applications constrained by a throughput requirement on a NoC-based multiprocessor system under
better than worst-case design (i.e., with reduced design margins). With better than
worst-case design, circuit area is reduced, resulting in more dies on a wafer. However,
the target maximum supported frequency of hardware components in a multiprocessor
system is not guaranteed anymore. The first contribution of the work is a complete formal framework to estimate the probability distribution of application throughput in a
NoC-based multiprocessor system with voltage-frequency islands under the impact of
die-to-die and within-die process variations. The second contribution is a methodology
to use the proposed framework and evaluate the impact of reducing design margins
on the number of good dies that satisfy the throughput requirement of a real-time
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streaming application. On both synthetic and real applications, we show that the proposed better than worst-case design methodology can increase the number of good dies
by up to 18.8% compared to worst-case design. Assuming that 4 K wafers are required
to produce 30 M good dies, a 18.8% larger number of good dies per wafer translates into
632 fewer wafers for the same 30 M good dies. For a wafer cost of $3000, the cost saving
is $1,896,000 (i.e., $6,32 cents per die). While these results show clear benefits over the
worst-case design approach, the disadvantage of the proposed better-than worst-case
design is the longer design time due to iterative application yield estimation. Note that
the improvement in the number of good dies depends on the application yield against
guard-band reduction curve. The slower the application yield reduces, the higher the
benefits are. This curve will differ from application to application. It depends on the
topology of the application graph, its properties, as well as the hardware platform (e.g.,
the number of processing elements). For the synthetic and real applications, and different number of processing elements in the hardware platform, we experimentally
proved that the number of good dies is maximized (i.e., the application yield reduces
slower than die area).
In the proposed modeling framework, a single application is considered. In practice,
multiple applications are mapped to a multi-processor platform. Possible future work
is to extend the proposed framework such that multiple applications are considered.
For example, this can be achieved by TDM virtualization, where each application is
given a portion of a multi-processor platform such that there is no temporal interference between applications. Additionally, the models presented in Section 4.2 can
be extended such that correlation between hardware components due to systematic
within-die variation can be specified. This will provide a modeling framework that
more accurately captures the physical phenomenon of process-induced variation.
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